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CHAIRPERSON’S REPORT 
 

It is with great enthusiasm that I welcome you to the 

Development Bank’s Annual General Meeting, which is 

DBS’s first ever AGM in the last 2 decades, if not the 

only first AGM, DBS has ever had with all its 

shareholders so far. It is thus a great honour and 

privilege to present the Annual Report of the 

Development Bank of Seychelles for the year 2014. 
 

 

Globally, 2014 witnessed weaker than expected global business activity with significant signs of 

weakness in the financial sector with stagnation and slow growth for major economies. This 

sluggishness for most part of the year, was due to geopolitical tensions and declining oil prices.  

 

Closer home in Seychelles, economic growth also decelerated in 2014 primarily due to a 

weakening in the contribution from tourism as well as an overall decline in manufacturing output 

notably the fish processing sector, due mostly to exchange rate fluctuations and a stronger rupee. 

However, a firm commitment from Government to support economic activity by promoting 

better business environment and entrepreneurship, through the launch of a new SME scheme for 

the banking sector, saw the take-off of many private sector small projects in tourism, transport 

and construction industries. This supported the pronounced pick up in the economy’s growth in 

2014, creating a strong demand for credit.  The banking sector itself recorded a strong 

performance in 2014 with credit expansion and profitability of the sector remaining very high, 

together with remarkable asset growth due to expansion of consumer credit.   

Against such a back drop, I am pleased to announce that the year 2014 has been a fruitful year 

for DBS too, with continued growth and profitability, having made significant strides in 

discharging its role as the only development finance bank in the country. Last year, DBS made a 

net profit of SCR 15.6 million, which is a profit growth of 84.4 % compared to 2013, with the 

operating profit for the last ten years having remained constant. The total asset of the Bank 

increased from SCR 517.4 million in 2013 to SCR 566 million in 2014, the highest so far, 
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representing a growth rate of 9.4%.  In 2014, a total of 223 loans worth SCR 262 million were 

given, exceeding the budget of SCR 125 million for the year by 110%. This was mainly because 

of DBS having embarked on the SME scheme, and having given out 164 loans amounting to 

SCR 132.7 million for this scheme alone. This represented over 60% of the total loans under the 

scheme, both in numbers and value, given by all the banks, despite DBS having joined the 

scheme six months after the other banks.  

 

As our 2014 results makes it clear, remarkable progress was also made by our bank in managing 

its debt collection, by implementing appropriate strategies to recuperate bad debts. This resulted 

in a phenomenal turn around in the NPL ratios.  From a non-performing loan ratio of 36% at the 

end of 2013, DBS successfully reduced the ratio to 8% at the end of 2014. Here I pay tribute to 

the team of DBS under the direction of our CEO, who worked tirelessly for such excellent 

results. 

 

All these achievements further contributed in the credit rating certified by the Association of 

African Development Finance (AADFI) which started with a D+ in 2010, advancing to a B 

rating in 2014.  

 

Such remarkable progress and good results in 2014 was largely due to improvement in the 

efficiency and effectiveness of its operational functions. Whilst some of the enhancements 

ensued from structural reforms as recommended by consultants of the technical assistance 

program funded by one of the Bank’s foreign shareholders, the European Investment Bank, 

others came through significant progress made in: 

a. Strategic restructuring 

b. Systems, controls and policies that were set by the Board and followed and 

implemented actively by management 

c. Focused approach on security and credit risk 

d. Improvement  in allowances for credit impairment  

e. Continued and concentrated efforts being placed on debt recovery 

f. Marketing and good PR  

g. Engagement, commitment and building relationship with all the clients 
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However, despite the good end of year financial results, the Bank was concerned about the 

decline in its main source of funds and increase in operational costs.   Nevertheless the bank did 

not falter in its mandate to provide affordable finance to the business community with reasonable 

rates of interest.  

 

While the Bank enjoyed numerous success stories in 2014, it was not without challenges. These 

challenges included lack of office space, which we are hoping to address in 2015, excessive 

demand for loans in risky sectors such as the transport sector, loss of revenue due to exposure to 

interest rate risk and foreign exchange risk to name a few. The Board, Management and staff of 

DBS embraced these challenges with much determination and hard work in order to ensure that 

the Bank continued to operate profitably. 

The successful year would not have been achieved had it not been for the efforts and dedication 

of all our valued staff who performed extremely well. We firmly believe in the development of 

our employees through recurrent investment in training, which was amply provided through the 

technical assistance in 2014. We want to further strengthen the expertise and skills of our staff, 

with more specific and specialised training, secondments and placements in the coming years. 

The attraction, retention and continuous development of our human capital is central to our 

business strategy.  

 

Before I end, I would like to take the opportunity to express firstly my appreciation   to the 

management and staff of DBS.  The staff who we consider as being the key resource, displayed 

high level of commitment and dedication to the pursuit of business growth and new initiatives 

and merits a special mention for carrying the DBS’s mission forward. The participative and 

professional work culture especially, has been a source of strength for the Bank. I wish to thank 

them for the considerable effort they have put into their work and the strength they continue to 

display under the most challenging of conditions. 

A big ‘thank you’ also to all our esteemed clients-for their loyalty and support and for the 

opportunity given to us at DBS to help them grow their businesses. We promise to be a 

customer-focused bank. 
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My acknowledgement goes to all our shareholders as well, especially those who travelled from 

afar and made a special effort to be here for this historic AGM. Thank you for your continued 

trust, support and confidence in DBS.   

Finally I would like to extend my gratitude to the Board Directors of DBS. Our board is 

committed to sound governance practices and my colleagues on the board have supported me 

with their wise counsel and valuable guidance in a year that has required a very high level of 

involvement. Through three committees –Audit and Risk, Remuneration and Investment 

committees, my colleagues have been inspiring and I would like to gratefully acknowledge their 

invaluable contribution as Directors of DBS. 

 

My two years at the bank have been a fascinating journey of discovery as I am not a banker. I 

have found out that prudent banking practice is essential and that supportive economic climate 

are fundamental but more importantly a robust and enabling financing environment is key for 

economic development in Seychelles. I firmly believe that DBS has a pivotal role to play in 

enhancing support in this area, especially for the SME sector, which is a vibrant and important 

sector today for the country’s economy. This is what we have endeavoured in 2014, through the 

delivery of affordable and sustainable financing through strengthened synergies with reasonable 

returns for the bank. 

 

In ending allow me to reiterate, the Board’s commitment to ensure that DBS has the most 

effective and disciplined strategies and best practices, which will surely take our bank to even 

greater heights. We expect 2016 to be a better and more successful year for DBS and we at the 

board remain committed to great performance.  

Thank you. 

 

 

  Lekha Nair  

 Chairperson of the Board 
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REVIEW OF THE BANK’S PERFORMANCE FOR 2014 
 

LOANS APPROVALS 

In 2014, DBS maintained its objective to continue to provide financial assistance to diverse 
sectors of the Seychelles economy including:-  

- Agriculture & Horticulture 
- Building & Construction 

- Fishing 

- Manufacturing 

- Tourism 

- Transport 

- Renewable Energy 

- Other Services 

In comparison to the preceding years, 2014 can be considered as an eventful year after having 

put lending on hold for the two preceding years. 

In order to regain its popularity, recapture its market share and re-launch its lending activities, 

the bank undertook an aggressive marketing campaign and a one week public exhibition was 

held in February 2014, which also coincided with the celebration of the 36th anniversary of the 

Bank.    The exhibition show-cased the past performance of the Bank and the various sectors it 

financed as well as the pivotal role that DBS plays in the economy.  The event was a success 

with positive turnout and all its objectives were met.     

The Bank also reviewed its lending policies after having tightened lending terms during the 

period 2012 and 2013 with a view to contain the liquidity constraints brought about by increased 

demand for loan in the preceding years (2010 & 2011).   

In 2014, lending was opened to all sectors including those whereby financing were temporarily 

put on hold in preceding years, such as transport, construction of houses and apartments for 

rental purposes and refinancing of existing projects. The revision in lending policies also made 

provision for more favourable lending conditions such as reduction of personal contribution from 
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25% to 10% of the total project cost. DBS further agreed to maintain interest at 10% until the 

adoption of the risk based pricing.  

In the second quarter of 2014, DBS joined the SME Financing Incentive Scheme. This is a 

scheme introduced by Government at the beginning of the year with the aim of boosting access 

to finance for SMEs. DBS was therefore in a better position to offer a more lucrative financing 

package to small and medium size enterprises.  This also gave rise to the popularity of DBS and 

increase in its lending portfolio. 

For the year 2014, an annual budget of SCR 125 million was allocated to be distributed amongst 

the different economic sectors.  Given the more flexible and favourable lending terms, the result 

surpassed expectation. As at end of the financial year, the Bank approved a total of 233 loans 

worth a total value of SCR262 Million which was 110% above budgetary targets.  

Fig.1 & 2.below illustrates the lending activities from the period 2010 to 2014 both in terms of 

value and in terms of number of loans approved. 

Figure 1: Loan Approval for the Period 2010 to 2014 in Terms of Value (SCR) 
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Figure 2: Loan Approval for the period 2010 to 2014 in Terms of Numbers 

 

 

 

The graphs above illustrate that the trend for loan approval, both in number and value, tend to 

decline in the four years up to 2014. Loan approval was at its peak in 2010 and 2011. This, 

however, brought about certain financial and other constraints on the Bank which necessitated a 

temporary halt in lending activities in 2012 and 2013, hence the low level of loan approval for 

both years. Nonetheless, in the year which followed, the Bank applied the appropriate marketing 

strategies and managed to successfully get back on track. It recorded the second highest loan 

approval in terms of value for the period. 

At the start of the first quarter of 2014 approval was generally slow but gradually picked up 

towards the second quarter of the year when the Bank joined the SME Scheme.  Fig.3 illustrates 

the flow of approval on a monthly basis and Fig.4 illustrates the volume of loans approval both 

in terms of number and value on a monthly basis. 
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Figure 3: Flow of Approval throughout the year 2014 

 

 

Figure 4: Monthly Approval in Terms of Value (SCR) and Number throughout the year 2014 
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 The volume of loan approval dropped drastically in August 2014.  This was greatly influenced 

by the Government’s decision to impose restriction on the importation of vehicle as it was 

having a negative impact on the country’s foreign exchange reserve.  Hence, the processing of all 

loan application for vehicle financing was put on hold.  

It is to note that at that time, the main composition of the loan portfolio was vehicle financing 

and building and construction projects.    

 

Break Down of Loan Approval by Sector 

 

As previously stated total loan approved for the year was SCR262 Million.  The Building and 

Construction sector dominated the total loan approved with 49%, followed by Transport with 

16% and the service sector with only 3%.  

The high rate of approval for the building and construction projects was attributed to the 

favourable & flexible lending conditions. The financing was mainly for construction and 

expansion of commercial buildings and construction of flats, apartments and houses for rental 

purposes. 

Fig.5 shows the distribution of loan approvals by sector in terms of number and value for the 

year 2014.  Fig.6 gives the breakdown in terms of the overall share for each sector based on the 

loan approval. 
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Figure 5: Loan Approvals by Sector in Numbers and in Value (SCR) in 2014 

 
 

Figure 6: Approval by Sector based on Annual Budget for 2014 
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Agriculture & Horticulture 

 

Under this sector, 3 loans for a total value of SCR9.8 Million were approved in comparison to 

only SCR2.1 Million approved in 2013.  Loans under this sector were mainly for the 

development, expansion & upgrading of farm infrastructures, purchase of new farm and purchase 

of agricultural equipment and input. 

In normal circumstances, promoters would opt for financing under the ADF (Agricultural 

Development Fund) which DBS manages on behalf of the Government of Seychelles.  Under 

this scheme, loans are available to registered farmers only for maximum amount of  

SCR 750,000.   Financing outside the ADF scheme is normally for bigger projects which require 

more funding exceeding the maximum loan amount offered under the scheme. 

Fig.7 gives an overview of the trend in approval in the preceding years. 

Figure 7: Loan Approval in Agriculture and Horticulture Sector for the period 2010 to 2014 
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Figure 8: Agricultural Farm financed by DBS 

 

 

 

 

Fisheries 

 

The Bank approved 27 loans for a value of SCR10 million representing an increase of SCR9 

million over 2013 and the highest for the preceding years.  Loans under the Fisheries Sector are 

normally for the financing of artisanal & semi industrial fishing, the purchase or construction of 

boat, purchase of navigational equipment and reparation of fishing boat. 

 

The above-mentioned loan approvals exclude those that were considered under the Fisheries 

Development Fund (FDF).  This pertains to funds from the European Union (EU) for the 

financing of longline fishing activities and value addition.  The Scheme is managed by DBS on 

behalf of the Seychelles Fishing Authority (SFA). 
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Fig.9 gives an overview of the trend in approval in the preceding years. 

Figure 9: Loans Approval in Fisheries Sector for the Period 2010 to 2014 

 

 

 

Figure 10: Fishing Vessels Financed by DBS 
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Industry  

 

In 2014, a total of 13 loans were approved for a total value of SCR29.2 million.  Financing were 

mainly for setting up of water bottling plant, meat processing, spice production, handicraft and 

printing businesses. 

Fig.11 gives an overview of the trend in approval in the preceding years. 

 

Figure 11: Loans Approval for the Industry Sector for the Period 2010 to 2014 
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Figure 12: Finished products of manufacturing businesses financed by DBS 

 

 

 

 

Tourism 

 

A total of 18 loans for the value of SCR32.5 million were approved in 2014 under the Tourism 

Sector.  Financing was mainly for small tourism establishments such as self-catering apartments 

and for other tourism related projects such as boat charter activities.  

Fig.13 gives an overview of the trend in approval in the preceding years. 
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Figure 13: Loan Approval in Tourism Sector for the Period 2010 to 2014 

 

 

 

Figure 14: Tourism establishments financed by DBS 
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Services 

 

Approval under this sector was at its lowest in comparison to the preceding years. However, the 

statistics up to 2012 included those of building & construction projects and vehicle financing 

(Transport) which were previously categorized under the Service Sector.  Since 2013, these have 

been reported separately under their own headings.  In general, the Service Sector is very wide, 

encompassing such projects as: hairdressing, food & take-away outlets, retail and wholesale 

businesses, clearing services, child minding, pharmacy, motor vehicle garages, cleaning 

agencies, IT services, to name a few.   In 2014, a total of 35 projects for the value of SCR8.9 

million were approved under this sector. 

Fig.15. gives an overview of the trend in approval in the preceding years. 

Figure 15: Loan Approval for the Service Sector for the period 2010 to 2014 
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Figure 16: Service-oriented businesses financed by DBS 

 

Transport 

 

With the revision of the Bank’s financing terms and the introduction of SME Scheme, the Bank 

observed a significant increase in loan applications for vehicle financing for either new or 

expanding businesses.    

A total of 78 loans for the value of SCR42.5 million were approved in 2014.  Financing under 

this sector were mainly for replacement or purchase of new vehicles for taxi business, pickup 

truck, omnibus hiring and car hiring businesses.  As previously mentioned, given the restriction 

imposed to curtail importation of vehicles and hence reduce pressure on foreign exchange, 

lending in that area was stopped during the third quarter of 2014.  Overall, the Transport Sector 

ranked second in regards to total loan approval for 2014.   
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Building & Construction 

 

A total of 59 loans for the value of SCR128.8 million were approved for the building and 

construction sector and this was at a record high.  Financing under this sector were mainly for 

construction of new commercial buildings, purchase of properties and buildings for commercial 

use, and construction of apartments and houses for rental purposes. 

Figure 17: Building & Construction Projects Financed by DBS 

 

 

The SME Scheme 

 

As previously discussed, DBS joined the Scheme in April 2014.  Statistics below portrays the 

performance of DBS in comparison to other financial institutions.  As illustrated in Table 1 

below, DBS was the leading Bank with a total approval of 164 loans for a total value of 

approximately  SCR133 million representing  60% of the total value of loan approval under the 

Scheme for the entire year. 
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Table 1: DBS Approval of Loans under the SME Scheme in Comparison to Commercial Banks 

Banks No. of 

Approved 

Loans 

Total Value of 

Approved Loans 

Development Bank  164 132,713,681.00 

Other Banks 89 87,805,660.00 

 Total 253 220,519,341.00 

 

Table 2 below further break down the approval per sectors approved under the SME Scheme.   

As can be observed, Building & Construction sector had the highest level of loan approval under 

the SME Scheme in 2014, followed by the Transport Sector. 

Table 2: Loans per Sector in Number and Value Financed By DBS under the SME Scheme 

Sectors  No. of Loans Loan Value (SCR)  

Agriculture 2 1,715,000.00 

Real Estate/Construction 51 78,605,895.00 

Services 47 9,538,179.00 

Transportation 34 19,151,878.00 

Fishing 22 8,369,900.00 

Tourism 4 9,545,829.00 

Manufacturing  4 5,787,000.00 

Grand Total Approved Loans 164 132,713,681.00 
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COLLECTION & RECOVERY 

 

The Recovery and Collection Department of the Bank underwent structural reforms in order to 

improve efficiency. Separation of the Legal Unit from the department was one of the major 

reforms undertaken.   

 

This department currently has two units; the recovery unit and collection unit. They both have 

clear separation of duties. Improvement in staff efficiency and productivity was observed as a 

result of the restructuring of the department.  This contributed significantly towards the 

successful implementation of the Bank’s strategies to reduce NPL.  

 

Non-performing loans over the past five year are as follows: 
 

Figure 178: NPL for the Five Past Years 
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the management of the Non-Performing Loans (NPL) to a reasonable level. DBS managed to 
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efficiently collect and recover bad debts. The Bank, therefore, undertook necessary measures and 

implemented necessary reforms in order to improve its collection process and strengthen after-

care services. The successful implementation of recovery and collection strategies resulted in 

reducing the NPL to an acceptable level at 8.3% in December, 2014. 

 
The graph below shows the gradual decease of the NPL throughout the year. 

Figure 19: NPL Ratio throughout the Year 2014 

 

 

The year 2014 had been a very successful year for DBS in terms of debt recovery. The highest 

NPL recorded for that year was 19% in February and the lowest was 7.7%, recorded in July. 
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HUMAN RESOURCES 

 

DBS workforce expanded from 45 employees as of December 2013 to 52 employees as of 

December 2014. A total of eleven new recruits joined DBS workforce in 2014 whilst a total of 

five employees terminated employment with the Bank. The staff turnover for the year 2014 was 

11.11%. 

 

The graph below gives statistics on the years of service of the Bank’s workforce. 

 

Figure 20: Graph indicating years of service of the Bank's workforce 

 
 

Over one third of DBS staff has been in employment with the organization for 10 years and 

above.  The workforce is also characterized with a good mix of young and matured/experienced 

member of staff.  Below is a graphical representation of the age composition of DBS’ workforce. 
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Figure 181: Age Composition of DBS Workforce 

 
 

During the year 2014, the Bank undertook a complete review its staff scheme of service.  This 

exercise was undertaken by an independent Human Resource Consultant and it had the 

objectives of producing a clearly defined career structure to attract and retain qualified, 

experienced, competent and professional technical personnel. It also aimed at providing 

standards for recruitment, training and advancement within the career structure on the basis of 

qualifications, application of knowledge and skills; and merit and ability must be reflected in 

work performance and results. 

 

This exercise furthermore included the restructuring of the organization structure with the aim of 

improving the bank’s efficiency particularly in the Management structure. The exercise was 

completed at the end of 2014 for implementation in 2015. 

 

In 2014, the Bank continued to implement its training plan with the aim of keeping staff abreast 

with changes and continuously improving on their performances. Almost all members of staff 

undertook either a short term or a long term training in 2014; forty-six members of staff 

undertook in –house training, four attended courses at local educational institutions, whilst five 
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members of staff underwent training abroad. Three members of staff also undertook training 

courses online. DBS conducted a total of five in-house training. This included a series of training 

by local consultant to polish soft skills of its staff at all levels.  Directors of the Board, 

Management and Senior Officers also benefitted through workshop on Governance and Internal 

Control as part of technical assistance sponsored by one of its shareholders, the European 

Investment Bank (EIB). 

 

Figure 22: Technical expert conducting training to managers -February 2014 

 

 

As a result of the Bank’s effort to seek training opportunities/exposures for its staff, a 

Memorandum of Association with the Eastern and Southern African Trade and Development 

Bank known as the PTA Bank was signed in 2014. This was a bid to strengthen relationship 

between the two institutions, to promote mutual understanding, expand cooperation by 

establishing a reciprocal exchange program for staff which will be used as an avenue to enrich 

knowledge on banking from the two institutions.   

 

DBS acknowledge the importance of team work in the workplace. It therefore encourages its 

staff to spend time together, in a social and team environment. DBS has a very active social club 

and sports club. Activities organized by these clubs have contributed towards improvement of 
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employee-manager relationship, improving team spirit in the workface, boosting staff moral and 

facilitating integration of new staff in the workforce. 

 

 

Figure 23: DBS Women Volleyball Team in Action at Intercompany Sport Day - July 2014 

 
 

 

PUBLIC RELATIONS & MARKETING 

 

In 2014, the Bank intensified its marketing efforts with a view to re-position itself after putting a 

halt of its lending activities for a year and low loan performance in the preceding year. 

 

The main marketing event of the year was an Open Day which took place from 12th to 15th 

February, 2014, which also coincided with the Bank’s celebration of its 36th anniversary. The 

main objectives of the Open Day were to provide the public with information on the Bank’s 

products and services for new and existing business and showcased some of its recently financed 

projects from all sectors of the economy. In return, DBS aimed to increase its loan portfolio as it 

strived to remain competitive. It also attempted to secure better market share in all sectors and 

regained its dominance in key sectors such as tourism, fisheries and agriculture. The Open Day 
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furthermore gave DBS the opportunity to improve its corporate image as it provides more 

visibility and allow the Bank to be seen as more approachable to the public. 

 

The event was a big success as the Bank managed to obtain extensive media coverage for that 

particular week.  It is estimated that the Bank attracted three to four hundred visitors.  

Figure 19: DBS Open Day -12th to 15 February 2014 

 

CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY 

 

In 2014, the Bank remained committed in supporting the community through its corporate social 

responsibility engagements. These included sponsorships and donations to different areas of the 

society such as education, sports, health and environment to name a few. Special donations were 

made to the Seychelles Agriculture and Horticulture Training Centre (SAHTC) and the 

Seychelles Association of Women Entrepreneurs (SAWE).  

 

SAWE benefitted through the sponsorship of one-day conference entitled ‘empowering women 

to face socio-economic challenges’.   Apart from the financial contribution, the Bank also 

demonstrated its support by sharing its knowledge and expertise on the financing aspects of 

small and medium size businesses to the participants of the conference. 
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SAHTC on the other hand, received sets of multimedia equipment which was needed by the 

Centre to effectively deliver its training program to students aiming for a career in the field of 

agriculture and horticulture. 

 

Figure 26: Donation to SAHTC - August 2014 

 

                             

 

Figure 25: SAWE Conference -September 2014 
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TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE  

 

DBS received technical assistance (TA) from one of its shareholders, the European Investment 

Bank which was initiated in 2013 and was completed in 2014. The overall objective of the TA 

was to help DBS become an efficient, modern, transparent and accountable organisation by 

proposing and supporting the implementation of improved credit risk management, asset and 

liability management and governance structures, as well as the translation of DBS’s new 

mandate into a market proposition and a sustainable business model. The programme which ran 

from February 2013 to March 2014 brought about a series of recommendations which the Bank 

started to implement in 2014.  These included a review of the policy requirements of the Bank 

and working on an action plan to ensure that all necessary policies as well as procedures are in 

place and are properly documented.  A Committee was also set up to start developing a business 

continuity plan (BCP) for the Bank. The BCP will ensure that the Bank has a relatively quick and 

painless return to ‘business as usual’ in the event of a major disruption, regardless of the cause of 

the underlying incident. 

 

  

The TA consultants provided some further training in 2014 whereby the focus was mainly on 

corporate governance and ethics.  Trainings were extended to both Management and Board of 

Directors. The topics covered during the trainings included governance for managers, 

segregation of duties, conflict of interest, fraud/corruption, ethical rules, fraud detection and 

prevention and anti-money laundering to name a few 

  

In addition, the Bank developed and launched its first intranet named ‘DBS Infonet’ in 2014. 

This online system allow staff to have easy access to internal/external  information including 

policies and procedures, training materials and other relevant documents which should help to 

enhance communications within the Bank as well as promote transparency and improve 

efficiency and productivity at work.    
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OPERATING AND FINANCIAL REVIEW 
 

Breakdown of Income and Charges for the Last Three Years  

 

The financial statements from 2012 - 2014 were prepared in accordance with the requirement of 

the DBS Decree 1977 and International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS).   

Table 3: Income & Charges from 2012 to 2014 

Position 2012 2013 2014 

Operating income 49.55 46.92 42.42 
Interest expenses (13.23) (12.55) (13.28) 
Operating expenses (6.84) (15.72) (19.62) 
Profit/(loss) on exchange 0.15 0.68 0.46 
Profit before provisions 29.63 19.33 9.98 

Provisions of credit impairment/depreciation/ 
amortization 

(12.71) (10.91) 5.63 

Profit / (Loss) for the year 16.92 8.42 15.61 

 

Profitability 

 

Operating income in 2014 dropped by SCR 4.5 million which represents a decrease of 9.59% 

from the previous year’s performance.  Although the loan performance exceeded expectations in 

2014, the volume of project financing and loan disbursements for the first half of the year was 

relatively low, coupled by the fact that the loan commitment brought forward from previous year 

had decreased significantly as a result of low loan approval in the preceding two years (2012 and 

2013) consecutively.  Even though business picked up in the second half of 2014, the Bank was 

not able to achieve the anticipated interest income. 
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The graph below shows the breakdown of operating income. 

Figure 27: Breakdown of Income in SCR 000 for the year 2014 

 

The major activity of DBS is financing development projects and therefore its main income is 

generated from interest on loans.  For 2014 this represents 93.9% of the total operating income.  

The Bank charged a flat interest rate of10% on its normal loans throughout the year 2014. 

Interest earned on Bank deposits and short term securities was negligible, representing only 1.5% 

of the total operating income.  Overall, interest offered by the commercial banks in 2014 was 

relatively low; thus earnings on deposits held with other banks were equally low. The Bank also 

invested in short-term (91-day) treasury bills with a view to gain higher returns on deposits.   

Other income comprises mainly of fees that DBS charges for its varied services.  This includes 

management fees in respect of the funds that the Bank manages on behalf of the Government and 

other Agencies, application fees on loans, re-scheduling fees, capitalization fees etc.  For 2014, 

the total amount collected as other income represented 4.6% of the total income. 

 

Expenses 

 

Interest payable in 2014 was more than in 2013 by 5.8%.  During 2014, the Bank paid interest on 

three bonds issuance (two SCR 50 million and one SCR 25 million) at interest rate ranging from 

4% to 7.5%.  The Bank also paid interest on other debts: Euro 2.5 million loan with Nouvobanq 

39845 

644 
1932 Interest income

Interest on bank deposit
& short term securities

Other income

Breakdown of income in SCR 000. 
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(4.96% p.a.); USD 1.5 million line of credit with BADEA (4% p.a.) and AFD re-structured loans 

(2.75% p.a.).   

Operating expenses which included staff cost, administrative expenses and other costs increased 

by 24.8% in 2014 compared to 2013 figures.  This was mainly due to the major increase in staff 

cost (as a result of the national salary adjustment for the public sector) and administrative 

expenses.   

Provisions for credit impairment, depreciation and amortization showed a decrease of 152%.  

The provision for credit impairment was made in line with the Financial Institution Act 

guidelines which DBS has been subject to as from 2010.  As for depreciation and amortization, 

these were provided for in accordance with the standing policy of DBS. 

 

Profit 

 

The final profit for the financial year 2014 was SCR 15.61 million which was SCR 7.19 million 

above the previous year’s result.  

 

Financial Position 

 

During the year 2014 the Bank disbursed at total of SCR 105.40 million towards the productive 

sectors of the economy.  This shows a five-fold increase over to the previous year’s total 

disbursed amount.   As mentioned earlier, the Bank joined the Government’s SME Financing 

Scheme in May 2014 and also resumed vehicle financing in the same year.  These actually 

helped boost up loan approval in 2014 and consequently accounted for the significant increase in 

disbursement. The loan commitments (loans approved but not yet disbursed) also increased 

considerably from SCR 31.67 million as at end of 2013 to SCR 153.78 million as at 31st 

December 2014.  The graph below shows the level of disbursement for the last five years. 
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Figure 20: Disbursement over the last five years 

 

 

 

Funding 

 

DBS raised funds through borrowing in order to provide financing to the various economic 

sectors.  The Bank normally looks for concessionary lines of credit and bonds issuance on the 

local market or from overseas credit providers to on-lend at affordable rate of interest.  For 2014 

the Bank was able to raise SCR 50 million through bonds issue.  The bonds were issued at 4% 

for a 2-year period with interest payable on a quarterly basis and are being secured by 

Government Guarantee.   

 

Net Worth Position 

 

On the assets side, the total assets for 2014 were SCR 566.03 million which showed an increase 

of SCR 48.60 million representing 9.39% from the previous year’s figure. 

Current assets went up by SCR 6.70 million (5.3%).  This was mainly due to the increase in cash 

as a result of new bonds issue.   
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Non-current assets (fixed assets and intangible assets) showed an increase of 66.2% (SCR 10.32 

million) compared to the previous year.  There was no investment in long term bonds in 2014.  

On the other hand, tangible assets of the Bank increased significantly with new acquisition of 

properties, vehicle, furniture and equipment for a total value of SCR 10.55 million.  Of this sum, 

SCR 9.8 million relates to two properties which the Bank acquired through the adjudication of an 

overdue debt of a client.  In line with relevant provisions of the Financial Institution Act, these 

properties must be disposed of and the Bank is doing its utmost to do so without undue delay.  

Other non-current assets of DBS comprise of total outstanding loans which, net of credit 

impairment, increased by a sum of SCR 31.59 million (8.40%) as at 2014 compared to prior 

year.    

  Figure 29: Group Asset and Financial Structure in Million 

 

Overall, the current liabilities in 2014 increased by SCR 2.11 million when compared to the 2013 

figures. 

On the other hand,  long-term borrowing decreased by a mere  SCR 3.88 million due to 

payments of existing debts including matured bonds of SCR 25 million.  The overall decrease in 

borrowings was despite a fresh bonds issue of SCR 50 million and withdrawal of the last portion 

of fund (a sum of SCR 3.24 million) from the BADEA line of credit. Overall, the Bank managed 

to raise new funds in 2014 to continue to cater for its growing loan portfolio and also honoured 
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all commitments as scheduled with its credit providers (Nouvobanq, BADEA and AFD) as well 

as with its bondholders. 

The funds under management, which were basically monies that the Bank administered on behalf 

of the Government and other agencies,  increased by SCR 6.91 million as at end of 2014 in 

comparison with the closing balance for 2013.  This was mainly because DBS took management 

of a new Fund namely Photovoltaic Rebate Scheme in 2014.   

On the long-term capital side, there were no movement in the Bank’s share capital and 

contingencies reserve.  Conversely, the revaluation reserve increased as a result of a revaluation 

of the main property in Victoria whereas the retained profit balance increased correspondingly to 

the profit figure for the year. 
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